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- Quantum computers have capabilities that exceed those of classical computers, processing information in a fundamentally different way by taking advantage of physics that occurs only on the quantum level.

- Quantum computers have yet to demonstrate supremacy over traditional computers, but due to their potential significant advantages in computing, many countries are investing in this emerging technology.

- Quantum computers will have implications for situation awareness as a result of their significant increase in processing power. Quantum computers have the capability to break many of the existing encryption algorithms used to protect online data and communications, permitting a significant advantage in intelligence gathering.

Introduction

Quantum computers have capabilities that exceed those of classical computers, processing information in a fundamentally different way by taking advantage of physics that occurs only on the quantum level. Classical computers use bits, strings of 0s and 1s, to encode information, and they process each bit one at a time. Quantum computers, however, use quantum bits, or qubits, which can be simultaneously 0 and 1. When created, qubits are correlated and not treated independently, as in the case of classical bits. These properties allow qubits to be operated on in parallel, increasing information capacity and processing power.

With these characteristics, quantum computers can solve problems that are not feasible on a classical computer. For example, quantum computers can efficiently factor large numbers, breaking various cryptographic protocols that are used to authenticate and secure communications and transactions. Similarly, machine learning algorithms could also benefit from the improved processing power of quantum computers, allowing large data sets to be analyzed using a small number of qubits, thus providing more efficient pattern recognition.

1 RSA is one widely-employed algorithm used to encrypt and decrypt messages. It relies on the difficulty for conventional computers to find the factors of large numbers.
These technological advances can enhance situational awareness capabilities through improved intelligence gathering, faster data analysis, and advanced autonomous detection techniques—in combination with sensor networks and other persistent observation modalities. Arguably the most disruptive implication of quantum computing is the effect it will have on the cyber domain. Quantum computers have superior hacking and decrypting capabilities as well as increased encryption protection against other quantum computing attacks.

State of Play
Quantum computers have yet to demonstrate supremacy over traditional computers, but because of their potential significant advantages in computing, many countries—including the United States, Russia, and China—and corporations—such as Google, IBM, Intel, and Microsoft—are investing in this emerging technology. IBM, for example, recently released a 50-qubit chip; Google is testing its 72-qubit chip; and the start-up Rigetti Computing is developing a 128-qubit processor. These quantum computers are approaching the capabilities of some of the most powerful conventional supercomputers.

In quantum computing research, the United States and China currently are vying for dominance. The United States funds research through agencies such as the Department of Defense, the Department of Energy, and the National Security Agency but relies heavily on cooperative industry investments. China, in contrast, has developed an ambitious investment strategy for quantum encryption and communication systems in response to fears of cyber espionage by the United States. China has committed to building the world’s largest quantum research facility, the National Laboratory for Quantum Information Science, and in 2017 became the first country to launch a quantum-communications satellite. China has also developed the world’s largest quantum key distribution network for secure, land-based communications between Shanghai and Beijing.

“While quantum computing is still highly developmental, great strides are rapidly being made which could lead to the exceeding of more conservative expectations.”

There remain several fundamental challenges that must be addressed before a fully functioning quantum computer is viable. Qubits operate in very isolated environments since disturbances to the system will destroy their quantum nature and convert them to conventional bits. To prevent these disturbances from destroying the qubit, qubits must be fault-tolerant and error-correcting. In addition, because quantum computers operate differently from classical computers, they require specifically designed algorithms and architectures. Solutions to these problems require continued investment in research institutions and close collaboration with industry. Because of these complications, the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine

2 The level at which quantum computers become more powerful than classical ones.
(NASEM) issued a report titled Quantum Computing: Progress and Prospects, which concluded that it is too early to predict a timeline for the development of a practical quantum computer. Many scientists agree with the report that one is unlikely to be built in the next decade.\(^9\)

Despite these challenges, others have declared that quantum computers may begin solving real-world problems in the near future. In 2017, the Canadian company D-Wave Systems, Inc. sold the world’s first quantum annealing computer D-Wave 2000Q for $15 million.\(^10\) Intel Labs believes it will be five to seven years before industry can start using quantum computers to solve engineering-scale problems.\(^11\) The European Quantum Technologies Roadmap, Europe’s response to the United States’ and China’s investment in quantum computing, sees large-scale quantum processing in five to 10 years.\(^12\) Google believes quantum supremacy might even be achievable within the next year.\(^13\) Therefore, although quantum computing is still highly developmental, great strides are rapidly being made, which could lead to the exceeding of more conservative expectations.

### Effects on Situational Awareness

Quantum computers will have implications for situational awareness as a result of their significant increase in processing power. In the near future, their ability to obtain information that is not currently accessible given today’s encryption techniques (\textit{vantage}) can make military, commercial, and government systems vulnerable. Quantum computers have the capability to break many of the existing encryption algorithms used to protect online data and communications, permitting a significant advantage in intelligence gathering.\(^14\) Quantum computers can hack into non-quantum-resistant forms of encryptions on enemy servers, obtaining previously inaccessible information and potentially controlling their systems.\(^15\) This process can take exponentially less time than with classical computers, increasing the speed with which information can be gathered and enabling faster decisionmaking.

Even before quantum computers become fully functional, encrypted data are vulnerable to a harvest and decrypt scheme, where hackers scrape encrypted data and hold them until quantum computers become mature enough to be used for decryption.\(^16\) Although some government secrets may be obsolete by that time, other information, such as Social Security numbers, healthcare data, and financial transactions can be useful many years after its initial collection. Evidence already exists of government security services harvesting and storing
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internet traffic. The British Government Communications Headquarters and the United States National Security Agency, in an operation codenamed Tempora, collected and stored data transmitted through fiber-optic cables for approximately 18 months, searching for hints of criminal and terrorist activity.\(^\text{17}\) Such schemes would be capable of holding encrypted information until a quantum computer became viable.

Network security might be ensured using quantum cryptography, but until such a technique is developed and installed, existing systems will remain vulnerable to decryption or harvesting. Decryption by a quantum computer, without specific quantum-based security protocols in place, could be undetectable, and data can be continuously collected until such quantum-secure countermeasures are established (persistence).\(^\text{18}\) However, the reliability and precision of the information depend on whether the adversary believes its networks are secure. If the target is concerned that its data are compromised, false information or other spoofing measures may be incorporated.

Beyond their decryption capabilities, quantum computers combined with machine learning algorithms may allow for new and more sophisticated ways to analyze large data sets for patterns and relationships. With more data being collected at a faster rate, humans and conventional computers may be unable to keep up with the pace. Quantum computers could allow for a substantial increase in the ability to process large amounts of data utilizing existing open-source information and clandestine intelligence sources (vantage). Patterns which may otherwise be buried in noise (precision) can be identified, even with incomplete and chaotic information. During rapidly changing situations, faster processing can lead to increased reaction times.

However, as with conventional computers, artificial intelligence (AI) and quantum computers are programmed and trained to carry out particular tasks. If the situation changes too rapidly and is far from the original scope, the system may be unable to shift focus. To combat this fault, multiple systems could jointly operate, providing a level of resilience to changing circumstances. However, if the data used to train the AI systems are corrupt, the AI can incorrectly classify data and become susceptible to false positives.\(^\text{19}\) This vulnerability will decrease the reliability of the systems.

**Risk Factors for Strategic Stability**

Data interception by a quantum computer may be undetectable even when the system under attack is itself quantum. Whereas traditional systems are not capable of detecting eavesdroppers, quantum systems were thought to provide secure data transmissions. However, recent research has demonstrated successful cloning of qubits, allowing for undetectable, non-destructive, non-intrusive hacking of both traditional and quantum systems.\(^\text{20}\)

The information obtained can be used to help predict adversary actions assuming the data haven't been compromised. With faster data processing and better pattern recognition, quantum computers can, for example, increase awareness of hard to detect military units, such as submerged enemy submarines. Data gathered from multiple platforms can be integrated into a single set of conclusions for a more comprehensive view of the environment, potentially finding useful information that could not be identified by a single platform. Analysis of
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these large data sets can lead to predictive models. For example, data gathered about past enemy operations can lead to predictions of future behavior.

Using such models, attacks can be prevented, and responses can be improved. Quantum computers are superior to conventional computers at optimization problems, which can aid in logistical planning. By identifying the quickest and/or easiest strategy to manage materials, personnel, and the increasing number of unmanned robotic systems, quantum computers can increase the speed and efficiency of operations through improved resource allocation. Faster, potentially real-time responses could allow for the preemption of enemy attacks and provide new military options (action-enabling). Drone footage, which generates more data than humans can review, can be more efficiently analyzed to identify hostile targets, and improved pattern recognition applied to satellite images can search for movement of military forces.

These capabilities give quantum computers the potential to undermine strategic stability by increasing one’s ability to better target adversarial forces. Information superiority offered by quantum computing gives a significant advantage to the first user. Coupled with better pattern recognition and modeling of an opponent’s forces, quantum computers can allow for more credible target identification and destruction of forces in a first strike. At the same time, if it is believed that the opponent might have quantum computing capabilities, and thus critical information about one’s forces may be known, the ability to mount a dependable second strike may be compromised, causing escalation risks. For example, AI coupled with quantum computing can better hunt for nuclear submarines, decreasing their perceived survivability and capacity to carry out a second strike.

If the existence of a quantum computer or the specifics of how it was designed is known, protocols to block decryption attempts or purposefully communicate false information could be implemented. As quantum computers improve, quantum-resistant encryption techniques are also being developed to dampen the effects of a quantum computer. Thus, governments and militaries have an interest in keeping their possession of quantum computers secret. However, if quantum capabilities, both quantum computers and quantum cryptography, are kept secret, then both sides may misperceive the capabilities of their adversaries and potentially assume their data has become compromised. This could lead to escalation through miscalculation during a conflict.

Interest in developing a quantum computer is not limited to the military. Because of its potential to exponentially improve processing power, corporations and start-ups are investing heavily in quantum computing research for applications to big data analytics, computational biology and medicine, and machine learning and AI. A quantum computer can speed up drug discoveries, help discover new materials, and validate code needed to test complex systems. As such, quantum computers are inherently dual-use in terms of economic applications.

Concluding Remarks: Risks versus Rewards

Quantum computers have not yet reached the stage where they offer advantages over conventional computers, but they have the potential to greatly affect strategic stability in the near future. The ability to break current encryption methods using a quantum computer would give the first user significant offensive advantages, potentially creating a use-it-or-lose it incentive to attack before an adversary can develop its capabilities. However, depending on the specific policy of individual countries, the repercussions of a quantum cyber-attack may or may not greatly affect global instability or supplant nuclear weapons as the indication of national security. Regardless, the threat of a quantum cyberattack can further inflame already tense situations and aggravate relationships between adversaries.


Benefits of a quantum attack can be mitigated with post-quantum cryptography. The development of quantum key distribution (QKD), which is a quantum-based encryption scheme hardened to quantum computer hacking, also might lead to a quantum arms race in which QKD offers advantage to the defensive. However, the switch to a fully protected system will be slow and require significant investment. During the upgrade time, transactions and data remain vulnerable. Thus, quantum computers would give a powerful intelligence advantage to whomever develops and employs it first. Quantum cryptography and computing could counterbalance each other if employed equally; however, the United States and China are asymmetrically developing this technology, making global strategic stability dependent on which aspects dominate in the near future.

If quantum encryption reaches maturity faster, giving China a security advantage, the relationship between the United States and China may become unstable. If China protects its systems using theoretically perfectly protected quantum techniques, it could become more secure in its communications and intelligence. Reliable intelligence can lead to increased stability as countries understand each other’s motives and capabilities. Thus, if a country could completely protect its information, misunderstandings and misperceptions could lead to instability during a crisis. If, however, a country had complete confidence in the security of its information and communications, it might feel less incentive to escalate first in a crisis.

With the benefits of improved processing power, and the disadvantages of being left behind, quantum computers are a highly desirable emerging technology. The capability to eavesdrop on an adversary’s communications, transactions, and data has the potential to significantly enhance strategic situational awareness. In addition, AI-coupled quantum computers can improve the speed of military operations and decisionmaking. Although quantum computing is in the research phase, the disruption of the cyber domain and the advantage of information superiority afforded by this emerging technology have the potential to greatly alter global strategic stability.
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